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‘Fifth Wave’ not for the faint of heart
It will be enjoyable for fans of the other recent, popular dystopian movies such as “The
Hunger Games” and “Divergent.”
However, “The Fifth Wave” would not be
good for younger children; it’s rated PG-13 for
a reason.
The movie contains some adult language,
and while that may not be an issue for everyone, it is also an extremely gory and bloody
film.
It starts out with violence right off the bat,
and continues to get more violent. This may
disturb some people.
There are also some more romantically
mature themes, and some people may not feel
comfortable watching a few parts or letting
their kids watch them.
Fans of the book will enjoy the movie, as it
doesn’t stray too far from the plot of the book.
There are some things that are different, but
that’s typical of any novel-based film.
“The Fifth Wave” is an addictive movie for
anyone who’s looking for an action-packed
movie to watch and doesn’t shy away from
violence.
It’s very entertaining, and will leave you
wanting for more!

H

ow do you imagine the world will
end? Global warming? A fiery explosion?
For Cassie, the end of the world is no longer
just her imagination; it’s reality.
Aliens called the Others have invaded the
earth, wiping out humanity in deadly waves.
By the fourth wave, the Others are among
the humans, making it impossible to trust
anyone.
Now it’s the beginning of the fifth wave, and
heroine Cassie (Chloë Grace Moretz) has been
separated from her brother.

She vows not to rest until she finds him, but
meanwhile, her old crush Ben (Nick Robinson), has been recruited into the Army to
work against the Others.
Ben’s and Cassie’s stories become entwined
as they race to unravel the Others’ plot before
they succeed in killing every last human on
earth.
The Fifth Wave is a compelling dystopian
movie.
It contains great acting and while the movie
has “Hunger Games” undertones, it’s different
enough to be called its own.

By Cara Dulin,
14, a CK Reporter
from Castle Rock

Beat the winter blues with a banquet of colors
Orchids? Here in Colorado? You
bet!
Orchids live in all types of environments. They could even be
in your own backyard, and they
aren’t just limited to the brightly colored ones seen in tropical
rainforests or at the grocery store
or florist.
Beautiful assortments of orchids
in different shapes, sizes, and
color can be seen at the Denver
Botanic Gardens during its annual
Orchid Showcase.
I met with orchid expert Nick
Snakenburg, who explained how
the exhibit was put together and
shared tons of information about
these flowering plants.
For instance, did you know that
there are more than 30,000 types
of orchids in the world?
This fun exhibit will only last un- The beautiful orchids of the Orchid Showcase are not the only examples
til February 26, so get there before of this beautiful flower: You’ll also find orchids like these throughout the
Denver Botanic Gardens. (photo/Katherine Gagner)
closing day and you’ll learn some
cool fun facts, like that orchids are
ground into a fine powder to make vanilla to flavor ice cream.
Orchids are not only terrestrial (growing in the ground) but also epiphytes (growing on trees or other hanging objects). So when you look
for orchids, don’t just look on the ground!

I often hear how people get the
winter blues because it’s so cold
and gray outside, but if you think
about colorful orchids for just a moment you forget everything else.
I definitely liked the exhibit and
recommend all ages make time to
go because if winter blues have got
you down, you can see and maybe
even smell the purples and pinks
instead.
The Orchid Showcase exhibit
is included with admission to the
Gardens. For more details, catch the
live link at ColoradoNIE.com

By Katherine Gagner,
11, a CK Reporter
from Boulder
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Grim history makes for good mystery tale

P

lague: An epidemic disease that causes
high mortality; pestilence. Imagine that
running through your town!
That’s what young Lizzie has to face in her
town of San Francisco in 1900 in “Chasing
Secrets” by Gennifer Choldenko.
A boat from Honolulu, which had been hit
by the plague, goes to San Francisco. A rat
got off the boat and ran into the city.
That’s all it took.
A normal day for Lizzie is that she goes to
Mrs. Barstow’s School.
Jing, her servant, comes to take her home.
Her dad goes off to work as a doctor and
Lizzie likes to come along.
But strange things start happening. Like 87
rats dying out of nowhere.
Rats are piling up in walls of restaurants, all
dead.
People talk.
Is there the plague in San Francisco or not?
Jing goes off to the market one day and
doesn’t return.
While he is away Lizzie finds a boy in the
attic and he has a big secret to keep.
Lizzie guesses Jing has been caught in the
Chinatown quarantine.
Meanwhile, Dr. Kinyoun does a lab test on

a rat, two guinea pigs and a monkey to see if
the plague is in San Francisco.
The rat and the guinea pigs die. If the monkey dies than there is a true plague outbreak.
When the lab monkey dies, people suspect
that Dr. Kinyoun killed the monkey to prove
a point.
When Lizzie goes to Chinatown, she finds
shoes poking out of a barrel.
She realizes they are dead bodies. Plague or
no plague, people are dying.
“Chasing Secrets” is a good mystery/historical fiction book for kids 9 and up, but it
is also good for grownups who like historical
fiction. I recommended it to my mom and
she read it and really liked it.
At the end of the book the author talks
about what really happened in San Francisco
in that time.

By Haley Deison,
11, a CK Reporter
from Arvada

Series continues with a funny second book

“C

reature Keepers and the Swindled
Soil-Soles” by Peter Nelson & Rohitash Rao is about Bigfoot and a
secret society called the Creature Keepers.
The main characters are Syd (aka Bigfoot),
Jordan, and Abbie.
Syd is kind of lazy and just watches TV and
eats grubs all day long.
Jordan is always being mistaken for his
grandfather because they look so similar.
Abbie, Jordan’s older sister, is a good leader
and she becomes a general toward the end of
the book.
The Creature Keepers society is a secret society that works to keep the creatures of the
world safe from people. The members of this
society hide and help the creatures.
This story goes all over North America to
South America, and it’s a little different because, as you read along, the story splits into
two parts.
For example, one chapter focuses on Syd,
and then the next chapter focuses on Izzy,
another monster.
My favorite part of the book is when Chupacabra, a monster that sucks the blood of

livestock, tries to make a Megathrust, which
is basically an enormous earthquake that
would break apart North America.
It wouldn’t affect him, though, because he
can manipulate fire to change into a different
shape.
The Creature Keepers stopped him from his
plan but he escaped.
I loved this book because it was very funny
and is just a really good book.
It is an easy book to read but just a bit hard
to follow, so it seems like a great book for
kids 8 or 9 and up.
This is the second book in the series; the
first book was “Creature Keepers and the
Hijacked Hydro-Hide.”

By Ben Vanourek,
10, a CK Reporter
from Littleton

Suspenseful story no classic, but entertaining

“D

rift and Dagger,” by Kendall Kulper,
is one of the more interesting books
that I have read. The protagonist, a
teenage boy named Mal, is betrayed by an old
friend of his, Essie Roe.
Mal is different than most of the people in his
surroundings, as magic is not effective on him.
This awful, one in a million, “disease” is called
being a Blank.
His secret is discovered when Essie, the daughter of the Roe witch, tries a simple spell on him.
Mal is forced to flee the island because of his
blankness. The villagers now see him as a monster, thief, and an outcast.
Soon after, he starts working alongside Boone,
whom he finds after his departure from Prince
Island.
Boone is a hunter, the kind that steals and
trades goods and ideas to townsfolk for payment.
Boone and Mal travel the world together for
many years until a large new job comes about:
An old dagger called the Shar, proven to steal
any magical ability, has been rediscovered after
disappearing for centuries.
Mal has wanted revenge for Essie’s betrayal for
so long, it seems like the perfect thing.

But many others want it and his motive seems
to get lost throughout the journey.
“Drift and Dagger” is an exciting book that I
thought was very unique.
It was suspenseful enough to keep me interested and very well written. It begins in quite an
eerie tone but that lessens as the book continues.
Kulper did a good job portraying the thoughts
and background of Mal. By the end, I felt like I
knew every little thing about him.
I would recommend leaving this book to kids
over the age of 12. There was no inappropriate
language but the plot was deep.
“Drift and Dagger” is definitely not the best
thing out there, but it was a nice way to pass the
time.

By Megan Lindsey,
12, a CK Reporter
from Fort Collins

‘Tree lobsters’ aren’t lobsters, and they also aren’t extinct
T
he Europeans who came
to Lord Howe Island
used to call this insect a
“tree lobster” because of its
massive size, and the fact
that it lived in shrubs.
And they thought it was
extinct.
Of course, it wasn’t really a
lobster. And now we know it
wasn’t really extinct, either.
Lord Howe Island is an
isolated speck of an island
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near New Zealand, and, as
in much of that part of the
world, there are plants and
animals that don’t exist in
other places, like the Lord
Howe walking stick, the
proper name of the insect.
They may be icky, but they
are harmless and they did
well until 1918, when a ship
ran aground at Lord Howe
Island and, while it was
being repaired, rats escaped

to the island and began to
breed, and to eat the giant
walking sticks.
By 1920, they were gone.
But 13 miles from Lord
Howe Island is a tall spire of
rock, and, in 2001, climbers
found a single bush on the
barren rock, with “tree lobsters” clinging to it.
The Melbourne Zoo is
now helping to breed and
save the species.

photo/Granitethighs
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If you like to write, you’ll like reading this

“B

een There Done That” is a book
that any writer would love to read.
This collection of stories is edited by Mike Winchell and includes authors
like Caroline Starr Rose, Chris Rylander and
more.
”Been There Done That” is a book that tells
you about how authors get inspiration to
write their stories.
The collection was entertaining to read. I
had fun reading stories I love, and reading
about how the author came to write each
one.
The articles are mainly based on childhood
memories that the author has. Then they
tell the version they created out of that one
memory.
For example, when Nathan Hale was younger he remembered having a big giant bunny
mask in his basement. He goes on to explain
how he would scare siblings with the mask to
make them do what he wanted them to.
Then, in his fictional version, he makes a
comic about some troubled teens who come
to an orphanage, take all the Easter eggs, and
put on a bunny mask.
The orphans come out to have an Easter
egg hunt, and can’t do anything because of
the disaster the teens made.
The guy in the bunny head gets cursed,

then gets trapped by the Easter bunny for
ruining Easter.
In this book, you run into really interesting
stories.
For instance, in “Wanda Punsuckle, The
Worst Babysitter Ever,” by Alan Lawrence Sitomer, Wanda, unlike every other babysitter,
lets you do whatever you want to.
You would think, “Yes!” but not Benjamin.
Benjamin is used to having rules around his
house, but Wanda has no rules.
He goes on to do all these exotic things to
see if Wanda will ever break, and give a rule
or two to follow.
I would recommend this book for ages 10
and older because there were a lot of great
vocabulary words, but ones that I didn’t
know how to pronounce.
Again, if you love writing then “Been There
Done That” is the book for you!

By Ashley Gaccetta,
11, a CK Reporter
from Longmont

Old pipes and bad treatment equal toxic water

T

he story of Flint, Michigan’s health crisis
has been going on for quite a while, but
has recently made national headlines.
Exactly what happened is the target of several
investigations, and it’s an important story you’ll
find interesting to follow in the daily paper.
Here’s what is known so far:
A little over two years ago, it was decided
that Flint would stop buying treated water
from nearby Detroit and build a pipeline to
Lake Huron for its own, less expensive water.
Meanwhile, it would draw water from the
Flint River and treat it at its own water treatment plant.
But the Flint River water was not the same as
the Lake Huron water that Detroit had already
treated before sending it on to Flint.
The problem is that, years ago, water mains
were made with a lot of lead, which is a toxin.
As the pipes got older, lead could be drawn
into the water as it passed through, particularly if the water was corrosive, which means it
breaks down metals.
The Flint River water apparently began to
break down the biofilm, a sort of coating that
had built up over the years. Then the water

began to break down the lead underneath.
People complained about the taste and the
color of the water, but officials did not do very
much about it.
Now it turns out that people in the poorest
neighborhoods, with the oldest, worst-maintained water mains and pipes, had been getting
a lot of lead in their water.
This is particularly dangerous for young kids,
because lead can cause learning disabilities, but
it is quite toxic for people of all ages.
Once health experts became alarmed and
had tests run, the danger became obvious and
now both the state and federal government are
stepping in to try to fix the problems.
Bottled water is being handed out throughout
the city, homes are getting filters, and Flint has
gone back to taking water from Detroit.
However, it’s not clear how much damage
has been done to the pipes, and now even the
better-treated Detroit water may still draw lead
from the damaged pipes.
Even after it is fixed, Flint’s children will have
to be tested for years to make sure they get
help fast if they show signs of lead poisoning.

Flint residents collected this discolored water
from their homes. Besides visible impurities
and bad flavors, the water may also contain
lead, a very dangerous pollutant which can’t
be seen but can be revealed by testing. (AP photo/Jake May/The Flint Journal-MLive.com)

Happy Australia Day! Today is the anniversary of the day in 1788
when the British fleet arrived to establish Sydney as the nation’s first
settlement, so all of our answers this week will begin with “A.”
1. Mixture of clay and straw used as a building material
2. Largest of the terrier breeds, sometimes used in big game hunting
3. In US history, an activist who worked to end slavery
4. Pagosa Springs is the seat of this county in southwest Colorado.
5. Author of “Little Women,” “Little Men” and “Jo’s Boys.”
6. The large, prickly flower buds of this thistle are edible: Just steam or
boil them, then peel off each leaf and scrape off the pulp with your teeth.
7. The first father-and-son US Presidents shared this last name.
8. The capital of Ethiopia
9. American painter and naturalist, his work studying birds inspired a
bird-loving conservation group to name itself after him.
Rules: Every row across, every column down and each of the six smaller boxes must contain
numerals 1,2,3,4,5 and 6, one time and one time only.
The solution to this week’s puzzle is on Page 4.

10. The Greek god of war

(answers on Page Four)

Those old favorite stories may be older than anyone thought

T

he stories we think of as “Grimm’s Fairy
Tales” or of the work of French author
Charles Perrault may be far older than most
experts thought, according to new research.
Both the Grimms and Perrault knew they
were only collecting stories that people told,
not inventing them.
But experts have thought the stories they
collected 200 and 300 years ago were maybe
a few hundred years older than that.
Make it a few thousand, say researchers in
England and Portugal, who traced, for instance, Rumplestiltskin back 4,000 years.

The numbers are surprising, but the idea
makes sense: These stories were not just for
children, and were told to the whole community.
In part, they helped explain the group’s
culture and values. And, in part, they helped
to teach lessons about those values.
Until they were collected, the stories were
never written down, and so the storytellers
made changes as the years went past.
But, then, communities also made changes
as years went past, and the stories that lived
on are those that kept up.
image/Margaret Evans Price
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Tales of the Ancient World
Echo and Narcissus

E

Hot Links to Cool Sites!
NASA’s Space Place
http://tinyurl.com/ckspace

NIE Special Report
http://tinyurl.com/ckniereport

Headline Geography
http://tinyurl.com/ckgeography

Pulse of the Planet
http://tinyurl.com/ckpulseplanet

How to become a NextGen Reporter!
http://tinyurl.com/colokidsreporter

To read the sources for these stories
Lord Howe Island Walking Sticks
Ancient Fairy Tales
Flint’s toxic waters

go to http://www.tinyurl.com/ckstorylinks

(see Page Three)
10 right - Wow!
7 right - Great!
5 right - Good
3 right - See you next time!

cho was not really foolish. The fact is,
she was just a little bit too clever.
The nymphs were lovely creatures who
enjoyed a party more than just about any of
the immortals, except maybe great Jupiter
himself.
And, when it came to Jupiter and parties,
nobody was more jealous than his wife, Juno.
When she suspected that he was off flirting
with naiads or dryads or neireids or any of
the other pretty little creatures of the woods
and waters, she would come looking for him.
That was when the nymph Echo would pretend to be foolish. She would meet Juno and
stop to talk with her, and while Juno tried to
end the conversation, Echo would talk and
talk and talk
By the time Juno got away from the chattering Echo, the party had broken up and all of
Echo’s friends had scattered back to the trees
and ponds and rivers where they lived.
Like most clever tricks, it worked very well once or twice. But Juno was no
fool, and she quickly figured out what was going on.
The next time she came looking to find her husband and break up a party,
Juno purposely took a path where she knew Echo would see her.
Sure enough, the sweet-looking young nymph came strolling through the
woods and greeted the queen of Olympus with an innocent smile. But as
soon as she started her silly chatter, Juno turned on her with fury.
“Madam, from this moment on you will not speak until you are spoken to!”
she thundered, and Echo froze in terror, and in silence.
Juno stared at her for a moment, and then spoke again. “You will speak only
when spoken to, and you will say no more than is said to you.”
And with that, Juno strode off to find her husband before he had a chance
to sneak away again.
Poor Echo was doomed from that day to do no more than repeat what was
said to her, and this made her very poor company. She began to keep to herself in the mountains.
There was one person Echo truly wanted to talk to. He was a young man
named Narcissus, who was splendidly handsome. Echo had seen him in the
forest once, and fell in love with him immediately.
This had been before she had angered Juno, but she had been too shy to talk
to him then. And now she could not.
Narcissus was a most unusual fellow. When he was just a boy, it became
clear that he was a great deal more good-looking than average. His mother
began to wonder if he were destined for some great future, and went to an
oracle.
“The boy will live a long, successful life,” the oracle promised, “as long as
he never gets to know himself.”
The mother pondered this prophecy, and realized that it must have to do
with his good looks. So she ridded their home of all mirrors to make sure
that he grew up with no sense of how handsome he was.
And yet Narcissus knew he was somehow special, because everyone
seemed to fall in love with him.
But he never loved anyone back. In fact, he wasn’t even particularly friendly
or nice to them. He wasn’t really mean, but he acted as if other people didn’t
matter, which is much the same thing.
This angered those who tried to get to know him. They complained to
Nemesis, the goddess of revenge, asking that one day Narcissus might, too,
fall hopelessly in love with someone as cold and uncaring as himself.
And so it happened that one day Narcissus was in the forest with some
friends when he became separated from them. Echo saw him, and followed
eagerly as he wandered the paths.
“Is anybody here?” he shouted.
“Here,” Echo called back.
“Come find me!” Narcissus shouted.
“Find me!” Echo answered.
She quickly realized that calling to him was not going to work, so she ran
up to him and started to give him a hug.
But cold Narcissus acted as he always did. “Get away! I don’t want you near
me!” he snapped.
“Want you near me ...” poor Echo said.
But Narcissus walked away, and Echo sadly went back into the forest, where
she faded away to nothing more than a voice.
As for Narcissus, he paused at a pool of water to get a drink,and, when he
looked into the water, Nemesis made sure there was a reflection in which he
saw a very handsome face looking back at him.
It was such a handsome face, in fact, that Narcissus did just what all those
people had wished he would do: He fell in love with a cold, uncaring person
who could never love him back.
Narcissus stared into the pool and could not tear himself away. He knew it
was a reflection, but he knew, too, that he could do nothing about it. He was
hopelessly in love. Narcissus stretched out on the ground for days, gazing
at his reflection until, as his body weakened from hunger, he could say only
“Farewell ... “ to the reflection that looked back up at him.
And deep in the forest, a voice sadly repeated “Farewell ... “

1. adobe 2. Airedale 3. abolitionist 4. Archuleta
5. (Louisa May) Alcott 6. artichoke 7. Adams
8. Addis Ababa 9. (John James) Audubon
10. Ares
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